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Abstracts

While the latest negotiations for the TV rights to major sports resulted in record prices,

and the Euro 2016 football and summer Olympic Games have delivered very strong

ratings, this report takes a look at sport content on television, and the Internet's growing

weight in providing exposure for sports.

It explores the role that sport plays on television, and the role that television plays in

financing sport leagues, as well as the opportunities being opened up by OTT. It takes a

look at recent upheavals in the sector, the increased competition created by new sport

channels, and the involvement of new players from the telecom and Internet universes.

The report details the strategies that leagues are adopting with respect to the

distribution of their content, via broadcasting and OTT, and by Internet companies and

telcos. It also examines how broadcasters are reacting to these new real and potential

threats.

Lastly, it explores the technical and economic challenges that those providing live

premium sport content are having to grapple with, and pinpoints several ways in which

broadcasting and OTT can be used to complement one another, and the avenues open

to the different types of stakeholder.
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